In this work we analyze the impact of the stochastic fluctuation of genes switching between their ON and OFF states on the effectiveness of a potentially large class of drugs given by metronomic regime.

We investigate two elementary molecular circuits to reveal the basic mechanisms underlying the experimentally observed dose-response curves. Both circuits consist in the transcription of a gene and in the successive mRNA translation into the corresponding protein. The difference between them lays in the gene deactivation mechanism. While in the first one gene deactivation is spontaneous, in the second it is dependent on the protein level, which constitutes negative feedback loop.

To avoid the influence of the complicated, especially non-linear dynamics of the complex systems we want to keep our as simple as possible. Therefore we consider a simple therapy: given drug is delivered by the oral administration and its function is to lower the protein level by enhancing its degradation rate. Assumed therapy is considered successful when the protein level stays below given threshold for a given time. During our simulations we set the threshold to be a half of the protein level in the steady state in case without drug and the time to 12 hours. This kind of pharmacodynamics (with various thresholds and time periods) is observed in many antibiotics and antitumor drugs. Moreover, because each therapy causes side effects, which has to be minimized, we consider therapies for which the total dose is limited to the values resulting in protein level closely below threshold in deterministic approximation.

As a result we have a system with two interplaying sources of signals which influence protein level. First is the stochastic gene switching in which we can modulate the switching time understood as the waiting time to the next stochastic event. Second is the drug administration. Because we consider metronomic therapies we can modulate the total dose, the number of fractions the total dose will be split into and the time interval between two successive doses.

We investigated a various combinations of the above in the wide range of the gene switching time and drug administration parameters. Our numerical simulations suggest that the gene
switching plays a primary role in determining the shape of the dose-response curves and reveals some interesting phenomena. Especially for very slow gene switching a significant fraction of cells may respond also in absence of drug. For the faster gene switching cells may respond to the therapy even when the drug dose is insufficient for the response in deterministic case. In contrast for the fast gene switching the stochastic prediction follows the deterministic approximation.

Our results suggest that metronomic therapies protocols may be ineffective when based on the population data which by its nature corresponds to the deterministic case in our model, neglecting the stochasticity of the gene switching. Especially, when the gene switching is slow such therapies protocol should be correlated with the gene switching times.
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Many practical problems in the "omics" (genomic, proteomic, metabolomic) sciences are related with discrimination and comparison between groups: scientists are often interested to determine which genes, or metabolites, or proteins are significantly modified in groups of subjects affected by specific pathologies, in order to identify biomarkers or relationships between metabolic or genetic alterations and pathology development.

Omics data are characterized by large set of measurements performed on a small number of probes or experiments. In this setting, usual multivariate statistical techniques for groups comparison, like MANOVA or Hotelling $T^2$ tests, are not applicable, since the covariance matrix of high dimensional data, in presence of small samples, can not be computed without strong approximations, which may result unrealistic. Thus, other techniques for dimensionality reduction must be applied. Such techniques must preserve all the relevant information needed to discriminate with respect to different groups, and filter out the noise.

A rather consolidated technique in genomic is singular value decomposition (SVD) [1, 2], applied to genetic expression arrays. We here propose to represent omics data through functions, in spite of their non-longitudinal nature, and then we apply functional statistical techniques [3], like functional ANOVA (fANOVA), to compare the different groups. We compare the results of the functional data analysis with the one obtained through SVD on real genomic and metabolomic datasets.
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Stochastic models for gene expression frequently exhibit dynamics on several different scales. One potential time-scale separation is caused by significant differences in the lifetimes of mRNA and protein; the ratio of the two degradation rates gives a natural small parameter in the resulting chemical master equation, allowing for the application of perturbation techniques. We present an analytical method for the analysis of a family of ‘fast-slow’ models for gene expression that is geared to provide fully time-dependent propagators that describe the evolution of the stochastic model, in order to make full use of experimental time series data obtained by real-time tracking of gene expression in single cells as an input for a Bayesian parameter inference scheme, whose implementation provides the numerical part of the hybrid analytical-numerical approach [1]. We present the results of the application of the analytical-numerical method on a gene expression model that incorporates autoregulation through gene switching. We highlight the consequences of the perturbative approach for the parameter inference procedure, and give an overview of the possibilities and limitations of our analytical perturbative approach. We discuss the performance of the method on experimental single cell data from microfluidics experiments on budding yeast.
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A model of a two gene regulatory network with self-activation and competitive inhibition, with one gene promoting differentiation and one gene promoting pluripotency, is presented. The variation on the number of binding sites at the promoter regions of the genes, which can be originated by the stochastic epigenetic regulation (ER) dynamics, drives noise-induced transitions between the open and the silenced state of the genes, giving rise to plastic behaviour. This switch between the open and closed state lets us to describe a situation of partial cell reprogramming, where the differentiation-promoting gene gets closed, and a scenario of full reprogramming, where not only the differentiation-promoting gene gets silenced but also the pluripotency-promoting gene gets open. The robustness of each of these states can be analysed by computing its exit time, which allows to show that spontaneous reprogramming is a much rarer event than epigenetically-induced reprogramming. Furthermore, we also are able to find which properties a system must have in order to be more poised for (de)differentiation or self-renewal, and match them with some factors known to affect the ER system, such as aging and cancer.
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Phenotypic switching in gene regulatory networks is a well known phenomenon with relevance to cellular decision-making. It is typically marked by bimodal distributions of protein expression levels where each of the modes is associated with a particular phenotype. While it has been shown that intrinsic noise due to low copy number of promoters can induce bimodality under certain conditions, the influence of extrinsic noise is presently largely unexplored. Here we show using model systems of gene expression that the addition of extrinsic noise to certain reactions can shift the system’s phenotype, i.e. the bimodal distribution switches from its mass being largely in one mode to the other mode. We also discuss a simplistic novel approximation of chemical master equation to capture these transitions. This phenomenon has relevance to synthetic biology, particularly to the design of biomolecular circuits whose function can be switched by external signals.
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Epigenetics is coming to the fore as a key process which underpins health. In particular emerging experimental evidence has associated alterations to DNA methylation status with healthspan and aging. Mammalian DNA methylation status is maintained by an intricate array of biochemical and molecular processes. It can be argued changes to these fundamental cellular processes ultimately drive the formation of aberrant DNA methylation patterns, which are a hallmark of diseases, such as cancer, Alzheimers disease and cardiovascular disease. In recent years mathematical models have been used as effective tools to help advance our understanding of the dynamics which underpin DNA methylation. In the current talk we will present some linear and nonlinear models which encapsulate the dynamics of the molecular mechanisms which define DNA methylation. Using our recently developed Bayesian algorithm for model analysis we will identify a set of model parameters which satisfy the biological requirements as well as we will propose an easy way of choosing the more efficient of the constructed models.